tor biomedical parameters, and according to their deployment, the constraints in designing and testing these devices are manifold: required are an ultralow power consumption for sensing and computing, high reliability and security, small dimension and light weight, just to name a few. Whereas in many application domains these constraints can be traded off against each other (like in high-performance computing where ultralow power is not required, or in embedded computing where often the main focus is rather on low power than on the highest achievable performance), for well-embraced and wellfunctional implantable devices, the optimum, or at least a solution very close to the optimum, is desired in all constraints. This poses an almost unique challenge when designing and testing implantable medical devices. It is therefore obvious that this special issue can only focus on some of the challenges within the five articles.
In ''Advances in Scalable Implantable Systems for Neurostimulation Using Networked ASICs, '' the authors present the approach to a neurostimulation device, and they particularly focus on the reliability aspect of it. In ''Multichannel Wireless Neural Recording AFE Architectures: Analysis, Modeling, and Tradeoffs, '' the goal is to monitor neuron activities via multiple channels. It is a theoretical work that analyzes analog-to-digital conversion for low power recording. In ''In Vitro Long-Term Performance Evaluation and Improvement in the Response Time of CMOS-Based Implantable Glucose Sensors, '' the authors present a CMOS-based implantable glucose sensor design that is confirmed to retain its sensing capabilities for about 150 days. The design of an analog-to-digital converter based on pulse-width modulation is presented in ''Pulse-Width-Modulating Biosignal ADC for Rapid ASIC Design and IP Core Reuse, '' where the authors aim for design reuse (for cost reasons). They present an example of a running chip design. Last but not least, the special issue closes with ''A Multichannel Power-Supply-Modulated Microstimulator With Energy Recycling, '' where the authors focus on the energy constraint as they recycle in fact energy and they present a fabricated chip prototype.
In addition, we have two general interest papers in this issue. In ''Model-Based Optimization of Individualized Deep Brain Stimulation Therapy, '' a survey of mathematical models for approaches in deep brain simulation is presented. The other general interest paper, ''Controlling Aging in Timing Critical Paths, '' is concerned with aging effects of circuits with respect to bias temperature instability. The authors present how far they can contain the related performance degradation.
Our series of tutorials continues with ''Automotive Cyber-Physical Systems: A Tutorial Introduction'' by Chakraborty et al. The tutorial describes the semantic gap between control models and their implementation in automotive systems, and the authors conclude that a new CPS-oriented design approach is required. It gives an introduction to novices in CPS and particularly emphasizes basics of control theory with respect to automotive applications.
The Perspectives article by Marilyn Wolf from Georgia Tech entitled ''Ultralow Power and the New Era of Not-So-VLSI'' is thematically close to the above tutorial as it talks about the Internet-of-Things (IoT). The article makes some unique statements about what enables IoT, e.g., ultralow power circuitry. The introduction of the term ''peak silicon, '' the lowest cost of wafer processing at 28 nm, helps to define what makes IoT a reality. The article continues with reviewing several abstraction layers from technology to architectures and comments on their contributions that might enable a widespread adoption of IoT devices and systems. The CPS and IoT topics will continue to be a focus of this magazine as we will have future special issues covering them.
We also continue our coverage of research events in the design and test field. In this issue, Luca Fanucci and Jü rgen Teich report on the Design and 
